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Phase diagram for unzipping DNA with long-range interactions
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~Received 5 June 2002; published 19 September 2002!

We present a critique and extension of the mean-field approach to the mechanical pulling transition in bound
polymer systems. Our model is motivated by the theoretically and experimentally important examples of
adsorbed polymers and double-stranded DNA. We focus on the case in which quenched disorder in the
sequence of monomers is unimportant for the statistical mechanics, but we include excluded volume interac-
tions between monomers. Our phase diagram for the critical pulling force shows an interesting reentrant phase
at low temperatures which should be observable in both disordered and homogenous polymer systems. We also
consider the case of nonequilibrium pulling, in which the external force probes the molecule’s local, rather than
global structure. The dynamics of the pulling transition in such experiments could illuminate the polymer’s
loop structure, which depends on the nature of excluded volume interactions.
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Recent experiments using micromanipulation techniq
to pull and stretch single molecules have led the way t
better understanding of statistical properties of polymer s
tems that cannot be probed in the bulk@1#. Theoretical work
on these systems has focused on the complex phenom
arising from heterogeneity in the sequence of monomers@2#.
In this paper we study the simpler case of a homopolym
under the influence of an external force. We predict a re
trant, or ‘‘cold unzipping’’ transition which has also bee
predicted on the basis of lattice models@3#, and which should
be observable in both heteropolymer and homopolymer
tems. We also find that some of the same phenomena ca
by disorder in a heteropolymer can arise in a homopolym
system near its thermal denaturation temperature due to
homogeneities in the polymer’s structure.

The Hamiltonian for a polymer in an external field tak
the general form@4#

H05E
0

NF Td

2b2 S dr

dnD 2

1f„r ~n!…Gdn1E@r ~n!#, ~1!

with d the spatial dimension andb the Kuhn length.
Throughout this paper, we setkB51. f(r ) is an attractive
potential arising, for example, from the interaction with
adsorbing surface, or from the attraction between two stra
in double-stranded DNA~dsDNA!. We assume thatf is
short ranged, and depends only on the local coordinate,r (n),
describing the distance from the adsorbing surface or
separation between the two dsDNA strands. In the case
homopolymer,f does not depend on the position along t
sequence. Finally, the volume interactions between diffe
segments of the chain are represented by the termE@r (n)#.

In the mean-field approximation, interactions between d
ferent sections of the polymer chain, together with whate
external fields are present, contribute to an overall effec
potentialfeff for each monomer. This field is derived usin
conditions of self-consistency, and for low temperatures
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should admit bound states corresponding to adsorbed
zipped conformations. In this framework, every monomer
from the ends of the molecule experiences the same fi
and thus contributes the same amount to the overall bou
state free energy. The mean-field free energy thus reduce
FMF5Nl, where l is determined by the self-consiste
field, feff @5,6#. Recent theoretical work has explored th
effect of an external pulling force, represented by a vec
potential term in the energy, on the mean-field thermo
namics@2#. A polymer that is adsorbed to an attractive su
face or ‘‘zipped’’ together with a complementary chain as
dsDNA, can be pulled out of the bound state by a for
exerted, for example, by a glass bead attached at one en
the molecule. The unbound section of the polymer, conta
ing N8 links, has a force-dependent free energy,F
5N8g(F), which decreases monotonically withF. The func-
tional form of g(F) can be obtained from a Gaussian or
freely jointed chain model for the stretched polymer. At
critical force defined byg(Fc)5l, the bound state become
unstable with respect to the stretched part of the molec
and a sharp unbinding transition occurs@2#.

The mean-field model relies on the strong assumption
every bound monomer experiences the same effective fi
so that the interaction between the stretched and bound p
of the molecule is independent of the number of monom
already unbound. This feature of the mean-field mo
breaks down, for example, in the presence of variations
the binding energies for different base pairs in dsDNA,
sequence disorder in an adsorbed polymer. The effect of s
sequence heterogeneity on the pulling transition was the
ject of careful study, and several interesting phenomena w
predicted to emerge in these systems@2#. Yet the simple
mean-field model of the pulling transition can break dow
even for totally homogeneous polymers when long leng
scale correlations in the structure appear near the temper
of thermal unbinding,Tc . Intuitively, thermal fluctuations
nearTc create large loops of unbound monomers. The p
ing force interacts with the bound polymeronly in the local
region near the end of the stretched-out part of the molec
so the local structure is important in determining the beh
ior of the pulled polymer. Spatial inhomogeneities caused
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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large loops nearTc affect both the equilibrium and the non
equilibrium behavior of a bound polymer in response to
pulling force. We consider these effects in turn.

The pulling force applied to one end of the polymer ad
a vector potential term to the overall Hamiltonian@2#, giving
H5H01Hpull , where

Hpull52F•r ~0!5FE
n50

N S dz

dnDdn2Fz~N!. ~2!

We have assumed that the pulling force,F5Fẑ, is perpen-
dicular to the binding surface. Neglecting the effect of t
finite size of the molecule, we can drop the last term. Af
tracing over all configurations,$r (n)%, in the partition func-
tion, we are left with the following contribution to the fre
energy from the pulled-away part of the molecule@2#:
g(F)52F2b2/2dT. Alternatively, the freely jointed chain
model, which is more realistic at high pulling forces and lo
temperatures, givesg(F)52T ln@Tsinh(Fb/T)/Fb#.

In the mean-field framework, the pulling transition occu
at g(Fc)5l, or

Fc5A22dlT/b2 ~Gaussian!,

Fc5~T/b!sinh~Fcb/T!e2l/T ~ freely jointed!. ~3!

The mean-field approximation should hold good at low te
peratures, since most monomers will be in the bound s
and only short loops will form. AsT→0, the free energy pe
monomer,l, converges to some constant value,2l0, cor-
responding to the binding energy of one monomer. T
Gaussian model thus predictsFc;(l0T)1/2; however, in this
regime the Gaussian model for the free energy of a stretc
chain is not valid, since there is little elasticity in the pol
meric bonds. We instead rely on the freely jointed mod
which gives at low temperatures, g(F).2Fb
2T ln(T/2Fb), so thatFc(T50)5l0 /b. The limiting be-
havior for T!l0b is given by

Fc'l0 /b2
T

b
ln

T

2l0b
. ~4!

We thus expect to observetwo desorbed phases, one
high temperature and another at sufficiently low temperat
for F.l0 /b. At high temperatures, the entropic advanta
of the unbound monomers over-rides the energetic stab
of the bound phase. At low temperatures the free energy
monomer of the stretched part of the polymer or DNA
creases as the chain becomes stiffer. The effect of lowe
temperature nearT50 is to stiffen the chain, making i
easier to pull out the polymer or unzip the dsDNA. T
temperature at which this reentrant phase should exist is
termined by the specific properties of the chain, in particu
the Kuhn lengthb. In fact, at low temperatures, we expe
Fc(T,b)5(1/b)Fc(T,b51). This reentrant phase was ig
nored by continuum studies which focused on the Gaus
model @2#, although a similar low-temperature bound pha
was recently predicted on the basis of a lattice-based ca
lation for DNA unzipping@3#. The reentrance may allow fo
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experimental determination of the relative chain stiffness,
lated to b, for different molecules, through careful low
temperature investigation ofFc .

Close to the thermal unbinding temperature,Tc , asl ap-
proaches zero, the mean-field approximation breaks do
because of long-range correlations~corresponding to long
loops! in the structure of the bound chain. Indeed, within t
mean-field framework the mean size of loops grows nearTc
as@6#, ^k&;l21;uT2Tcu22. Forming a loop carries an en
tropic cost, which depends nonlinearly on the loop size,
simply on the local density of monomers. Dealing direc
with the interaction energyE@r (n)# complicates the analytic
problem, although attempts have been made to simulate
full model numerically@7#. We will follow a different route
first proposed by Poland and Scheraga@8,9#, in which the
mean-field model is extended by introducing a general fo
for the entropy of a loop of lengthk,

S~k!5A1k ln~s!2c ln~k!, ~5!

wheres is a nonuniversal constant andc is determined by the
properties of the loops. In particular, for noninteracti
monomers (E@r (n)#[0) the loops are random walks ind
dimensions, withc5d/2, whereas excluded volume intera
tions between monomers tend to increase the value ofc @9#.

The binding energy due to the potential,f, leads to a
statistical weightv5e2f0 /T for each bound monomer. In
fact, the only relevant parameter in this model is the ene
difference between the bounded and unbounded monom
ln(v)2ln(s), so that we can simply puts51.

We work with the grand partition function:Z(z)
5(m51

` Z(m)zm, whereZ(m) is the canonical partition func
tion for a chain ofm links, andz is a fugacity. The chain can
be described as a string of loop-train pairs, giving

Z~z!5
V0~z!UL~z!

12V~z!U~z!
, ~6!

where U(z)5(k51
` (sk/kc)zk and V(z)5(k51

` vkzk. The
boundary conditions areV0511V(z) and UL511U(z).
We will be interested in the thermodynamic limit, where t
total number of links,̂ N&5d ln Z/d ln z, diverges. From Eq.
~6! we see that this limit corresponds to the valuez5z* ,
whereU(z* )51/V(z* )51/vz* 21. The thermal desorption
or denaturation transition atTc corresponds toz5zc51/s
@8,9#.

We can introduce an external pulling force through
extra boundary condition:ZF5VF(z)Z, where VF(z)51
1(k51

` vF
k zk, andvF5e2g(F)/T is the statistical weight pe

monomer of the stretched part of the polymer. The numbe
unbound monomers goes likêm&5(d ln ZF /d ln vF);(1
2vFz* )21, so that we naturally identify the pointvFc

51/z* as the mechanical pulling transition. ForT close to
Tc , this gives

Fc;~T/b!A22d ln z* ~Gaussian!,
~7!

Fc;~T/b!A12z* ~ freely jointed!.
1-2
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At the thermal unbinding transition,z* →zc51/s51, so that
Fc→0.

The approach toTc is described by the fraction of boun
segments@9#, u5d ln z* /d ln v. We use the fact that, nearTc
and withc.1, we haveuU(zc)2U(z* )u;uz* 2zcuz, where
z5min(1,c21). Thus we obtainuz* 2zcu;uT2Tcu1/z, so
that

Fc;uT2Tcu1/2z ~8!

for both the Gaussian and the freely jointed models. We
lustrate this result, together with the low-temperature beh
ior from Eq. ~4!, in Fig. 1.

Note that atc53/2, corresponding to the entropy of no
interacting loops, Eq.~8! gives Fc;uT2Tcu, in agreement
with the mean-field result@6#, Fc;Al. For c>3/2, Fc has a
kink at Tc , while for c,3/2, Fc approaches zero with
continuous derivative. Thus the character of the mechan
desorption transition changes atc53/2, in contrast with the
change in the thermal desorption transition, withu as its
order parameter, atc52. Note that the low-temperature be
havior is unaffected by the exponentc, since loop entropy
plays no role in this regime.

Although the value ofc affects the order of the therma
denaturation transition@9#, the mechanical desorption trans
tion atFc is always first order in the case of a homopolym
For low pulling forces,F,Fc , there is a free-energy advan
tage to keeping as many links as possible bound, while
F.Fc the molecule would like to unbind as many links
possible. The unbound section of the chain is regarded, in
grand canonical ensemble, as a separate system describ
the partition functionVF(z* ). Thus we recover the mean
field results @2# ^m&;uF2Fcu21, and ^(Dm)2&
;uF2Fcu22.

Our phase diagram, Fig. 1, agrees qualitatively with
cent results for pulled polymers modeled as self-avoid
walks on a hypercubic lattice ind dimensions@10#. Equation
~8! suggests an empirical test for the exponentc, based on a

FIG. 1. Phase diagram showing typical variation of the criti
pulling forceFc at T;0 andT;Tc . The force is given in arbitrary
units, and we have setl050.4 andTc51. The curves correspon
to c51.25 ~solid!, c53/2 ~dashed!, and c>2 ~dot dashed!. The
area below each curve is the bound phase, while the regime a
the curve corresponds to unbound conformations.
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precise measurement of the behavior of the critical force n
Tc . In particular, experiments on the pulling of DNA and
adsorbed homopolymers should exhibit different scaling
Fc nearTc , corresponding to their different values ofc.

So far, we have considered the ensemble where the e
nal parameters,F andT, are fixed, so that the pulled polyme
remains in equilibrium during the experiment. In fact,
long as these parameters are varied sufficiently slowly,
system will adjust to changes adiabatically. Thus, for e
ample, the parameterm will be characterized by the force
dependent distribution described above, while the bound
of the polymer will display a corresponding, temperatu
dependent distribution of loop sizes. The behavior of t
distribution will depend onc close toTc .

Fast variations in the pulling force, on the other han
may lead to nonequilibrium behavior, in which the distrib
tion of loop sizes plays a crucial role. We can estimate
relevant timescale for this ‘‘nonadiabatic’’ pulling from th
Rouse model for the dynamics of an ideal Gaussian ch
The relaxation time for correlations between the ends o
chain of lengthN is tN5N2b2j/(3p2T), wherej is the co-
efficient of friction for monomers in the solvent@4#. In gen-
eral, the relaxation time for a section of the chain of lengtk
scales astk;k2. If the external force unbinds monomers at
rate of 1/tF , we see that fortF@tN the polymer will remain
in equilibrium during the pullout.

On the other hand, iftF is much smaller than the relax
ation time of the smallest loops, the polymer will not ha
time to rearrange itself asF is ramped up, and whole loop
will be pulled out at once. In this case, the force-extens
curve will display jumps corresponding to the pullout of i
dividual loops. This behavior is similar to that derived
models for polymers with sequence disorder@2#, but the ran-
domness in this case arises from the distribution of lo
sizes. The loops serve as a source of quenched disord
this regime, since they do not have time to adjust to chan
in the mechanical force. Alternatively, the distribution
loop sizes could become important even for adiabatic pull
if the length of the stretched part,^m&, is less than the typica
size of loops,^k&. For c<2, we expect the correlation
length, and hencêk&, to diverge nearTc , so that for fixedF
the loop size will eventually grow larger than^m&, with a
crossover at̂m&'^k&.

Thus for either a fast-acting external force, or forT suffi-
ciently close toTc , the pulling force interacts with the poly
mer locally, at the level of an individual loop, rather tha
with the entire molecule. NearTc most of the monomers ar
unbound, and we can assume the last loop is attached to
surface or the complementary strand with only one link.
the loop containsk unbound links, its free energy per link i
simply hk5@ ln v1S(k)#/k. In this regime we can write a
‘‘semimicroscopic’’ model for the free energy as a functio
of the number of pulled out monomers@2#

F~m!5mg~F !1 (
i 51

N2m

hk~ i !, ~9!

where hk( i ) is the free energy per monomer of the loo
containing link i. The distribution of loop lengths is simply

l

ve
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P(k)}ekhk5(sz)k/kc. Equation~9! resembles the Langevi
equation recently proposed as a model for the pulling tra
tion in a heteropolymer with sequence randomness@2#, but in
this case the randomness has a non-Gaussian distribu
and thus cannot be analyzed in the simple framework
Brownian motion.

Equation~9! suggests that the critical pulling force in th
nonadiabatic regime,F̃c, is smaller than in the adiabatic re
gime. This is because the configurational entropy of a sin
loop is smaller than that of an ensemble of loops with va

FIG. 2. F̃c is plotted nearTc in the nonadiabatic regime. Th
curves correspond toc51.25 ~solid!, c53/2 ~dashed!, and c>2

~dot dashed!. Note that in the nonadiabatic regime,F̃c vanishes
below Tc . The form of these curves depends on the value ofl0,
which is here chosen arbitrarily.
co

E

s

.
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able lengths. In particular,

F̃c5A2~2dT/b2!^hk&, ~10!

where the brackets indicate the averaging over the distr
tion of loop sizes,̂ hk&}(k51

` $@ ln v1S(k)#/k%@(sz)k/kc#. Fig-
ure 2 shows the phase diagram in the nonadiabatic reg
nearTc , for three values ofc. In all three cases,F̃c vanishes
at a temperature less thanTc , in contrast with the adiabatic
case. This temperature is determined by the binding ene
l052T ln v of the single bond at the loop’s end. This pr
diction of a variation of the critical force with pulling spee
gives an experimental method for assessing the degre
which pulling experiments probe molecules in equilibrium
rather than short subchains near the stretched end.

Note that, as the mean loop size diverges forc<2, the
timescale defining adiabatic pulling diverges. In this regim
even relatively slow variations in the pulling force could b
faster than the relaxation time of the loops. Simulations a
analytical calculations on the equivalent of Eq.~9! for het-
eropolymers have shown how the size of jumps and plate
in the force-extension curve vary asF approachesFc @2#. As
mentioned above, analysis of Eq.~9! is complicated by the
non-Gaussian distribution of the ‘‘noise’’ term,hk , but simu-
lations could elucidate the analogy between the effects
structural inhomogeneities in pulled homopolymers and
quence disorder in heteropolymer systems.
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